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ACROSS

1. Massachusetts university with an elephant mascot
2. State with five national parks
3. "Appointment in Samarra" theme
4. Show nervouness, maybe
5. ___ Andy Murray
6. See 52 Down
7. Biome in which conifers are prevalent
8. Withdraw, with "out"
9. Spring time in Paris
10. Consumers may want to see the proof of it
11. Part of some Muslim women's attire
12. Be smitten with
13. French painter who imported his inspirational water lilies from Egypt and the Americas
14. Steve Jobs employer of the mid-1970s
15. Pertaining to the Holy See
16. Swear words?
17. Culinary judge at an Idaho fair?
18. Stewart or Lovitz
19. "I'm right here, you know"
20. One of three in "Macbeth"
21. WWII flying ace who lent his name to a Midwest airport
22. A for Amstel, B for Budweiser, C for Coors, etc.?
23. Tiger salamander's cousin
24. Like dial-up internet access, almost certainly
25. Image manipulators, briefly
26. 1949 Nobel laureate for Literature
27. Lamb's lament
28. Pushes the buttons of, say
29. Symbol used for elasticity in economics
30. Collection of symptoms
31. Last writes?
32. Tiny charge carriers
33. Where Albert Pujols often bats
34. Priest's magnanimous exclamation at a gallery opening?
35. Incredulous dying words
36. Gravelly vocal quality
37. Like unfilleted sardines
38. Manicuring target, often
39. "I Am the Walrus" or "I Will Survive," upon release
40. Name before Webber and Wright
41. Relaxes
42. Nilla Wafer, for one
43. Sled in movie lore
44. Opposite of 'neath
45. "Opposite of 'neath"
46. Gin source of the 1920s?
47. Dubrovnik denizens
48. Manicuring target, often
49. "I Am the Walrus" or "I Will Survive," upon release
50. Name before Webber and Wright
51. Relaxes
52. With 6 Down, phenomenon that spawns many car-dependent communities
53. Quench
54. Quarrel
55. Invitation sender
56. Conservative in the British Parliament who is prone to violent outbursts?
57. Sludge
59. Day-care enrollee
60. "When Will ___ Loved"
61. Indian state once owned by Portugal
62. Designation for the nonbrowning Arctic Granny apple, briefly
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1. Casual farewell
2. State with five national parks
3. "Appointment in Samarra" theme
4. Show nervousness, maybe
5. ___ Andy Murray
6. See 52 Down
7. Biome in which conifers are prevalent
8. Withdraw, with "out"
9. Spring time in Paris
10. Consumers may want to see the proof of it
11. Part of some Muslim women's attire
12. Be smitten with
13. French painter who imported his inspirational water lilies from Egypt and the Americas
14. Steve Jobs employer of the mid-1970s
15. Pertaining to the Holy See
16. Swear words?
17. Culinary judge at an Idaho fair?
18. Stewart or Lovitz
19. "I'm right here, you know"
20. One of three in "Macbeth"
21. WWII flying ace who lent his name to a Midwest airport
22. A for Amstel, B for Budweiser, C for Coors, etc.?
23. Tiger salamander's cousin
24. Like dial-up internet access, almost certainly
25. Image manipulators, briefly
26. 1949 Nobel laureate for Literature
27. Lamb's lament
28. Pushes the buttons of, say
29. Symbol used for elasticity in economics
30. Collection of symptoms
31. Last writes?
32. Tiny charge carriers
33. Where Albert Pujols often bats
34. Priest's magnanimous exclamation at a gallery opening?
35. Incredulous dying words
36. Gravelly vocal quality
37. Like unfilleted sardines
38. Manicuring target, often
39. "I Am the Walrus" or "I Will Survive," upon release
40. Name before Webber and Wright
41. Relaxes
42. Nilla Wafer, for one
43. Sled in movie lore
44. Opposite of 'neath
45. "Opposite of 'neath"
46. Gin source of the 1920s?
47. Dubrovnik denizens
48. Manicuring target, often
49. "I Am the Walrus" or "I Will Survive," upon release
50. Name before Webber and Wright
51. Relaxes
52. With 6 Down, phenomenon that spawns many car-dependent communities
53. Quench
54. Quarrel
55. Invitation sender
56. Conservative in the British Parliament who is prone to violent outbursts?
57. Sludge
59. Day-care enrollee
60. "When Will ___ Loved"
61. Indian state once owned by Portugal
62. Designation for the nonbrowning Arctic Granny apple, briefly
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